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GOVERNMENT’S PRIORITIES FOR REGIONAL WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Urgency Motion 

THE PRESIDENT (Hon J.A. Cowdell):  I received the following letter this morning - 

Dear Mr President 

At today’s sitting it is my intention to move under Standing Order No 72 that the House at its rising 
adjourn until 9.00 am on 25 December 2002 for the purpose of discussing the Labor Government’s 
neglect of regional Western Australia as a result of its misplaced priorities.  

Yours sincerely 

Hon Norman Moore, MLC 

Leader of the Opposition in the Legislative Council 

Member for the Mining and Pastoral Region 

The member will require the support of four members in order to move the motion. 

[At least four members rose in their places.] 

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral - Leader of the Opposition) [3.33 pm]:  I move - 

That the House at its rising adjourn until 9.00 am on 25 December. 

Hon Tom Stephens:  Did I leave my speech notes behind, and did you pick them up?  

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I refer to what the Labor Party said before the last election, which may well have 
been Hon Tom Stephens’ speech notes.  As the minister for three-quarters of Western Australia, Hon Tom 
Stephens should be totally embarrassed at what his Government has not delivered.  The Labor Party said before 
the last election, in a document headed “The Future of the Regions is the Future of Western Australia” -  

Regional Western Australia has a wealth of resources.  The greatest of its resources, however, is its 
people.  

Labor is committed to restoring the confidence of country people in their State and their region . . .  

Regional WA must share in the benefits of growth and progress experienced by the State as whole . . .  

A Gallop Labor Government is determined to give regional WA a fair go.  

The Government has not given regional Western Australia a fair go at all, and regional Western Australia is very 
angry at what the Government has done.  Today I will outline some of the things that demonstrate that anger and 
that need to be driven home very clearly to the Government.   

I will consider first the Government’s legislative program.  The reason that members are sitting in this Council 
Chamber in February - and the weather will be quite warm before the week has finished - is to debate matters of 
great significance to the people of Western Australia!  The country people of Western Australia are very pleased 
to know that this Parliament is sitting here to debate gay and lesbian law reform, and nothing else.  This 
demonstrates the Government’s clear failure to give proper priority to the needs and wants of the people of 
regional Western Australia.  The Government’s previous top priority in its legislative program was one vote, one 
value.  That legislation is designed to move eight seats from the country to the city - a massive transfer of 
electoral influence.  These legislative priorities - firstly, to take away seats from the country, and now gay and 
lesbian law reform - are at the top of the Government’s agenda, ahead of legislation such as the Regional 
Investment Fund Bill 2001, which is languishing on the Notice Paper.  The Opposition has been asking 
questions, and the answers indicate that maybe that Bill does not need to be passed, because there is no money 
left.  

Hon George Cash:  The money has been spent irrespective of the legislation.  

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  What little money there is has been spent irrespective of the legislation.  The minister 
in charge of the legislation told the House during the second reading debate that he was not sure why the 
Government was legislating in this area by bringing in this measure.  I also do not know.  If the Government 
does not have to bring in this legislation, why is it doing so?  If, however, it must be done and is on the list of 
those measures that will be brought forward after the gay and lesbian law reform legislation, why can it not be 
done first?  Why is the Government not putting some money, through that legislation, into the country?  The 
Government has promised the people of Western Australia a $75 million regional investment fund.  Last week I 
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asked the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development how much of that $75 million would be 
made available in 2001-02 for distribution to applicants throughout the State.  The answer was $4.8 million.  
Only 4.8 million miserable dollars will be made available to the people of Western Australia as a result of this 
$75 million promise that the Labor Party took to the last election and trumpeted as the salvation of the regions of 
Western Australia.  The Labor Party took $30.5 million out of the $75 million regional investment fund and used 
it to pay for its other election promises and it left only $44.5 million in that fund - another sleight of hand.  For 
example, the Government promised to fund the Shark Bay interpretive centre.  However, the Government did not 
say that that funding was to come out of the regional investment fund, as was the funding for the South West 
Online project and the Point Samson fishing platform, which also were claimed to be separate items.  

The PRESIDENT:  Order, members!  I fear that Hansard will be having difficulty recording the comments of the 
Leader of the Opposition, who has the call.  

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  The Government made a separate promise to close down the forest industry, and it 
has taken $16.5 million out of the $75 million regional investment fund to pay for that promise.  We are down to 
this crazy situation of only $4.8 million being made available this financial year.  The Government’s mid-year 
financial projections indicate a reduction of $12.5 million in 2001-02 for regional investment funds and that 
$9.5 million will be deferred to 2002-03. 

Hon Tom Stephens:  It will add up to $75 million over four years.  

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  That will be the test of this Government.  The mid-year projections show a heap of 
deferrals.  When money is deferred until next year, either savings must be found elsewhere to cater for it or more 
money must be raised.  Maybe the Government will reconsider introducing the premium property tax.  

Hon Kim Chance:  Are you advocating that?  

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Of course I am not.  This Government will be looking for ways to raise money to pay 
for these deferrals.  Let us consider how the Government’s mid-year financial projections statement will affect 
regional Western Australia.  It shows a deferral of $4.2 million for the salinity strategy.  For some reason the 
Government cannot even do a deal with the Commonwealth Government for that strategy.  The increased 
funding of $2.5 million for the 2001-02 school maintenance program will be reduced by $2 million and the 
2002-03 expenditure will be increased to $4.5 million, which is a deferral of school maintenance.  Most of the 
school maintenance requirements are needed throughout regional Western Australia.  The $2.1 million funds for 
the Wittenoom clean-up also will be deferred.  I have already mentioned funding for the regional investment 
fund.   

I now refer to minerals and petroleum resources.  Funds will be deferred for a project called improving the 
processing time of mineral tenement.  However, it is not a deferral; the $500 million in funding is being deleted 
altogether.  Why does the Government want to get rid of that project?  Mineral tenements are what keep this 
country going.  The Hearson Cove Road upgrade, the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Eastern Bypass Road and the Leonora-
Oakajee infrastructure corridor projects are all deferred until the following year.   

Similarly in sport and recreation, an area dear to my heart, $4 million of funding has been deferred until next 
year for the community sport and recreation facilities fund.  That organisation funds sport and recreation 
facilities across the State and is particularly important to country communities that cannot afford to spend a large 
amount of money on such facilities.  

Hon Kim Chance:  That happens every year; you know why that happens.  

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  It does not.  In our time in office, we spent the funds.  

Hon Kim Chance:  It happens every year. 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  It does not happen every year; it has not happened yet.  The Government has deferred 
spending the money until next year; however, next year the Government will still not have the money and will 
put it off until the following year and the year after.  

Hon Kim Chance interjected. 

The PRESIDENT:  Order!  I fear the Leader of the House might be concerned that he may not get the call.  
However, if he stands at the appropriate time, he will get the call.  

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  That fund is very important to country Western Australia.  There is a backlog of 
projects as long as one’s arm.  The Government has deferred $4 million of the $8 million annual expenditure of 
that fund, which is a disgrace.  Funds for the west coast dive project have been deferred for one year.  That 
project involved spending $100 000 to sink 50 ships on the other side of Garden Island because the member for 
Rockingham got his nose out of joint when a ship was sunk at Albany.  Before the last election, Dr Gallop said 
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that the Labor Party would sink a number of ships on the other side of Garden Island so that people could dive 
on them.  Some $100 000 was allocated for that project and now it has been deferred.  I bet the member for 
Rockingham is not enthusiastic about that.  I refer to training.  The $12 million for the management of the 
regional forest agreement workers assistance package has been deferred until next year.  Unless the Government 
has worked out some other way of raising extra money to pay for those deferrals, or it reduces expenditure in 
other areas, it simply cannot keep deferring the funds forever and hoping that the money will be made up.   

The Government has recently got itself involved in industrial relations change.  The Labor Party’s industrial 
relations policy is now being implemented in Western Australia.  The mining industry will be significantly 
disadvantaged by the Government’s legislation.  Members know that the mining industry essentially involves 
regional Western Australia.  The industry has had a fair bit to say about this matter.  The Australian of 20 
February states -  

The state’s mining sector made a final bid yesterday to convince the Labor Government to abandon its 
industrial relations reforms.   

It warned that the changes would create damaging uncertainty in an industry crucial to the West 
Australian economy.   

The mining and petroleum industry is worth some $22 billion a year to the Western Australian economy.  The 
reason it has survived so well over the past 10 years is the industrial relations changes made by the former 
Government.  This Government will turn back the clock.  The mining industry is telling the Government that its 
changes will turn back the clock and set back regional Western Australia as a result.  It is not acceptable for the 
Government to go down this path of industrial relations knowing what the effect on the mining industry will do 
to regional Western Australia.  I predict that the industrial relations changes will have a significant effect indeed.  
It is not only the Liberal Party saying this, but also the mining industry.  The West Australian on 21 February 
states -  

PROPOSED WA industrial laws would set back labour relations 30 years in some cases, the Australian 
Mines and Metals Association said yesterday.   

Association national operations manager John Flood said the Labour Relations Reform Bill could re-
establish industry-wide wage claims, 1970s style inter-union demarcation disputes and leave the WA 
Industrial Relations Commission powerless to stop industrial action.   

I remember the Pilbara during the 1960s to the 1980s; the issue of industrial relations was an absolute disgrace.  
There were strikes day after day, week after week.  Hon Tom Stephens will remember it as well as I do.  For 
example, I refer to the 10-week strike at Tom Price and the serious demarcation and industrial disputes at Robe 
River that set that company back years.  In recent times, those issues have been sorted out because of the 
flexibility of the existing industrial relations system.   

Hon Kim Chance:  That is nonsense.  The Pilbara had industrial peace long before your Government.  If 
anything, the previous Government made a mess of it.  

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  The minister knows that that is absolute tripe.  If he does not think that this industrial 
policy will take us back to the old days of industrial relations, he has no idea of what is going on.  There are 
dozens of examples of areas in which the Labor Party has treated regional Western Australia with total contempt.  
Unfortunately, there is not enough time today to go through all of them.   

Laverton is a remote community way out on the edge of the desert.  It has a nice hospital.  If my memory serves 
me right from questions I asked the other day, the Laverton District Hospital is closed on weekends and is closed 
after 4.30 pm on weekdays.  

Hon Kim Chance:  Temporarily.  

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  That is an improvement, because it was a nursing post last year.  The residents of 
Laverton must make sure that they do not get sick after 4.30 pm on weekdays or on weekends.  At the last 
election, the Labor Party told the people of Western Australia that it understood the health system and would fix 
it; however, now the system is in an absolute mess.  Due to a lack of money, the Government’s solution to the 
problems at the Carnarvon Regional Hospital has been to turn three wards into one ward.  The Government 
asked the hospital’s board to come up with a solution to run that hospital with less money.  There are examples 
all over Western Australia of people who are upset with the Government’s actions in the area of health.  Does the 
Leader of the House know why they are upset?  They are upset because he led them up the garden path.  He told 
them that the Government would fix the problems in health, but he cannot. 

Hon Kim Chance:  We pumped huge amounts of money into rural health, and you know it; you are a fraud.  
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Hon NORMAN MOORE:  It is funny that the Minister for Health says the problem at the Laverton hospital is 
due to a worldwide shortage of nurses.  We said that when we were in Government, but the then Opposition said 
that it was our fault and that we must fix the problem.  Clearly, the Minister for Health thinks that the worldwide 
shortage of nurses started on 10 February last year because he is now using the same reason that we gave.  There 
is a shortage of nurses, but the Labor Party did not accept that excuse in the past.  The Government has told 
everybody to forget the situation that used to exist because it knows what do and has all the answers.  The Labor 
Party asked people to elect it into Government so that it could fix the situation.  However, the people of Laverton 
cannot be sick on weekends and the Government has turned three wards into one at the Carnarvon hospital.  I 
have no doubt that as the year goes on we will hear about other hospitals around the State from other members 
because there are a significant number of examples this Government’s inability to deliver what it promised to 
deliver.   

We could also talk about roads.  Unfortunately, Hon Murray Criddle is not here because he is at the opening of a 
port that the previous Government funded.  Hon Murray Criddle could talk for hours about the road system, the 
infill sewage in country Western Australia and all types of issues that this Government has not addressed.  

HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral - Minister for Local Government and Regional Development) 
[3.49 pm]:  I am amazed that the Leader of the Opposition, on reaching the twenty-fifth year of his election to 
this place, has not taken the opportunity to turn a new leaf and stop his carping about and negative criticism of 
Labor.  He should take this opportunity to positively display a new approach to his next 25 years in this place, 
because there is much to celebrate following the first 12 months of this Labor Government.   

The people of regional Western Australia are celebrating the end of the coalition’s term in office, during which 
time it contributed to the failures of economic rationalisation through its privatisation agenda, which delivered so 
little to the people of Western Australia but was fed so much by them.  The coalition Government delivered the 
Main Roads Western Australia strategies that stripped regional Western Australia of vast numbers of employees.  
The resentment that lingers in regional Western Australia about that single initiative will be enough to keep so 
many coalition members away from the Treasury bench for a long part of their parliamentary careers.  The 
coalition also abandoned uniform tariffs and scaled down the patient assisted travel scheme.  It presided over the 
rising costs of the Westrail freight service and compounded the damage for regional Western Australia from the 
top of this State to the bottom.  In contrast, Labor’s record was to promise not only the delivery of $75 million of 
extra funds for the regional investment fund, but also to deliver that over a four-year program, which will be to 
the benefit of regional Western Australians.  Regional communities deserve bipartisan support from State 
Governments.  

Hon Norman Moore:  But you haven’t delivered it.  

Hon TOM STEPHENS:  Members opposite need to know that those funds will be delivered across regional 
Western Australia.  They should not complain about the time line within which it will be delivered, because this 
is new money that would not otherwise have been delivered.  For instance, an extra $400 000 will be provided 
this year to each development commission.  The roll out of those funds is currently under way for the nine 
development commissions across this State.  For instance, the Gascoyne Development Commission met with its 
board today to decide how to deliver that $400 000 across its part of regional Western Australia.  All the regional 
development commissions are in that position.  That is new money.   

The Government is also delivering upon other programs that it committed to in opposition.  Regional cabinet 
meetings have been held in Albany, Kalgoorlie, Geraldton, Bunbury and Mandurah.  The Government has 
embarked upon the roll out of its regional commitment and will deliver on its promises.  Four passionately 
committed regional advocates are in the Cabinet and the standing committees of Cabinet to argue on behalf of 
regional Western Australia and to support its needs.  They will deliver for the people of regional Western 
Australia, urged on by the Premier, who is passionately committed to regional Western Australia.   

This Government is lucky to have the opportunity to take investment houses into the regions.  That has occurred 
already in Geraldton and will soon occur in Albany.  The roll out of the regional investment tours will continue 
across this State.  Partnerships that have only been dreamed of before will now be developed with local 
government.  Those partnerships will be developed across the regions to benefit all Western Australians, and 
especially regional Western Australians.  

One of the driving forces on this side of the House is the country Labor caucus.  An active group of 
backbenchers in this party represent the seats of Albany, Bunbury, Eyre, Geraldton, Kimberley and Burrup.  
Regional Western Australia is also represented by upper House members such as me and my colleagues Hon 
Kim Chance, Hon Adele Farina and others.  That is the backbone of this Government’s commitment to regional 
Western Australia.   
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A three-year $90 million deal was recently struck with Telstra, which will dramatically increase bandwidth and 
telecommunications across Western Australia.  Students will soon have access to high-speed data services, video 
streaming, video conferencing and broadband contact, regardless of their location.  That announcement was 
jointly made by my colleague Hon Alan Carpenter, the Minister for Education, and Mr Ziggy Switkowski of 
Telstra.   

Major improvements to the Geraldton Secondary College have been embarked upon.  The Government has made 
a commitment to maintain teacher numbers, particularly in the communities of Manjimup and Pemberton.  The 
Government is partnering with the Ngaanyatjarra Shire Council on education in 10 remote Aboriginal schools.  
Getting It Right, the literacy and numeracy strategy, has a strong regional component, with more than 50 per cent 
of the specialist teacher allocation for 2002 going to regional areas.  The policy change to increase permanency 
for teachers will have major benefits by filling teacher places in country schools.   

In my Housing portfolio, there has been an opportunity under the Government Employees Housing Authority 
program to help police, teachers and other government employees take up an initiative to link permanently with 
the communities in which they serve by owning their own homes.  That will occur in consultation with the 
relevant departments.  That program is of benefit to not only government employees, but also the Government 
and taxpayers, who support the burden that government can sometimes be, by providing a cost effective and 
efficient way to link government employees to local communities.  These programs are of enormous benefit.   
Health is an enormous challenge, but this Government has been hard at work.  The Government has already 
enhanced the patient assisted travel scheme, and is providing incentives to increase visitor services as well.  
Recruitment and retention strategies are being developed to help maintain and increase resident specialist 
services.  Education and professional development will be provided to increase the skill development of rural 
medical practitioners.  The Commonwealth has allocated $1.4 million over three years to Western Australia 
under the medical specialist outreach assistance program to increase rural specialist services.  The Government is 
collaborating in that partnership and is delivering results, which will be to the benefit of all regional Western 
Australians.   

Prior to the election, the Labor Party committed an extra $6 million over four years to expand the range of 
specialist health services.  That is being rolled out in the budget program.  A coordinated strategy for rural 
specialist services is being developed and will be released over the next few months.  In rural health services, 
equipment and facility upgrades are occurring.  Members need to know that there has been major health 
expenditure in regional areas over the past year.  A sum of $1.9 million was spent on much needed endoscopes 
and defibrillators.  When I was in opposition, I told the House about people dying in remote hospitals because 
defibrillators were not available.  This Government is rolling out its program to provide defibrillators.  In 
regional hospitals, $400 000 has been spent on casualty trolleys, $910 000 on theatre tables, $200 000 on new 
theatre lights, $150 000 on ultrasound cleaning equipment, $1.5 million on CAT scanners in Geraldton and 
Kalgoorlie, $100 000 on medical equipment in Geraldton, and $134 000 to provide four new ultrasounds in the 
Kimberley.   
Regional Western Australians know that what is being said by members on the opposite side of this House is 
humbug and cant.  In contrast, the Government is turning around the great ship of state and delivering on its 
promises.  It is focused on the needs of regional Western Australians, so that they can play their part in the fabric 
of this State alongside their metropolitan counterparts.  They need to be able to proudly walk as Western 
Australians who are cared for and cherished by this Government.  That is in marked contrast to our predecessors.  
This Government cares and wants to make a difference.  It will not ignore the needs of those communities, but 
will always make sure that there is support for them.  I could talk about police, the buy local policy and the 
regional investment fund.  I could go from program to program and say to this House that the Government is 
doing more and will continue to do more.  At the end of four years, regional Western Australians will have the 
opportunity to choose between a bunch of no-hopers who did enormous damage to the fabric of regional Western 
Australia, and members of the Government, who will stand shoulder to wheel with regional Western Australians 
and deliver.  
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [4.00 pm]:  There are a few worrying things which I think I should 
mention to the House because they will not show in Hansard.  The first was the levity with which the Leader of 
the House and the minister treated the speech of the Leader of the Opposition.  Whatever their view might be of 
what they have done and what we did, the situation of regional Western Australia should not be the subject of 
levity.  The first thing they must learn is that when in government they must take these concerns seriously and 
start dealing with facts. 
Hon Tom Stephens:  How come you never did?  You did nothing about it in eight years.  No wonder people 
chucked you out.  You were the clown of the Government. 
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The PRESIDENT:  Order!   
Hon PETER FOSS:  I think my point has been proved by the asinine interjections by the minister.  He has shown 
that he really only deserves to be in opposition.  He has no idea of what one must do in government.  He is very 
good at being critical.  I am not sure whether to tell him to grow up quickly so that he can do something useful 
for the people of Western Australia, particularly regional Western Australia, or to keep in practice for opposition 
because he will be back in it soon.  He must make up his mind which it is to be.  If he is to be in government, he 
must start coming out with something a little better than the levity and nonsense he talked during his speech. 
I was interested to hear that we should take a great deal of comfort from the fact that there is now a country 
Labor members’ caucus.  Again, because otherwise it will not show in Hansard, its members are not in the 
Chamber.  The only Labor member from the country who is in the Chamber is the minister.  The only reason we 
have seen him - we have not see him for about a week because he has been on urgent business elsewhere - is that 
he happens to be the person who must answer this urgency motion, otherwise we would not have seen him here.   

I happened to notice on my way into the Chamber today that there was a piece of paper in the middle of the 
corridor outside the caucus room.  I picked it up and read it.  It said that country Labor was to meet in the small 
caucus room at 10.00 am.  The reason it was to be the small caucus room is that there are not very many of them.  
I suspect that after the next election there will be even fewer.  They are very much a spent force because they 
have not bothered to come here today to argue to defend the Government’s record on regional Western Australia 
or to support us by way of attacking the Government’s record.  Do you know why I think they are not here? 

Hon Frank Hough:  They could meet in a phone box next time. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  Exactly.  The reason they are not here is quite clear: they know that this Government’s 
record in this area is disgraceful.   

I wish to raise an issue that needs to be raised, and that is, forestry.  Whether or not one agrees that we should 
have stopped logging in old-growth forests, we all agree that society has a responsibility to people affected by 
the decision.  That responsibility was at least acknowledged by the Government in its policy and budget.  When 
does the Government think that it should be spending money to offset the effect of the implementation of its 
policy?  We already know that massive unemployment is occurring because of the policy.  It does not matter 
whether it is 1 000 people, as the Premier says, or 4 000 people, as other authorities say; a lot of people are 
affected.  Something should be done about it.  What has the Government done?  It has deferred expenditure on it. 

What else is the Government doing?  Is it doing anything for tourism?  We were told that tourism would be the 
great saviour and the other employer of people in the areas affected.  Quite frankly, I believe that is to some 
degree a great deal of nonsense.  However, at least those people who said that it would be should at least do 
something to make sure it happens.  Have members seen any programs on the television promoting tourism in 
Western Australia?  If they have, they will have noticed that various parts of the State are being promoted - in 
fact, all but one.  Which part of the State has not been promoted for tourism, and should have been, and is the 
most heavily affected by the asinine decisions of this Government?  It is the south west.  The Government has 
not only made decisions that are adverse to the south west and rural Western Australia and acknowledged that 
those decisions are adverse and it should do something about them, but also it has proceeded to defer expenditure 
when it is most needed. 

The speech of the minister consisted of two parts.  The first part was his standard, year before last, Leader of the 
Opposition speech - rhetoric, rubbish and absolutely without content.  The second part of his speech was the 
written part.  He proceeded to read it to us in his inimitable, interesting and articulate style.  Nobody can match 
the minister for his delivery of the spoken word when he is reading.  Even those members who fought through 
boredom, disinterest and the flattened tone of his speaking would have heard that what he was reading was what 
one can always read.  Did we know that money was spent in health on capital works?  Of course some money 
was spent in health on capital works.  The State cannot have a budget of $1.5 billion and not be spending it.  
When is it decided to spend that money?  All those decisions go back to our Government.  I am pleased to hear 
that this Government did not defer all expenditure.  It has been deferring too much expenditure.  I suppose we 
should be grateful that some money was spent in the country after all.  Perhaps this Government has not been 
able to control those bureaucrats who have nonetheless gone ahead and spent money in areas in which there will 
not be any Labor members.  The attitude that this Government has towards country people is that they will not 
matter by the time of the next election because it hopes that it will have got rid of all their members of 
Parliament.  As far as the Government is concerned, rural Western Australians do not matter because they will 
not vote.   

The Government is saying that country people can have their jam tomorrow.  How many times have we heard 
this wonderful promise of jam tomorrow?  I have lost count of the number of times that Premier Brian Burke 
promised education for four-year-olds.  It was one of those really good promises.  He promised kindergarten for 
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four-year-olds.  He promised it before he got into government, and he promised it at every election when he was 
in government.  He never delivered.  One must not spoil a good promise by carrying it out.  One should save it 
up for next time.  That is what this Government is doing: it has deferred everything until next year. 

We mentioned the premium property tax.  The Government has not taken it right out of the budget but merely 
deferred it to next year.  I am not quite sure how one gets round that.  Where will the Government get its 
supplementary money?  I think I know where it will come from.  There is the $70 million fund.  At the rate the 
Government is spending it, it will take only 20 years.  That means five elections.  How many times can it reuse 
that election promise?  When will the Government do something about the people in the south west and make 
some decisions? 

Hon Tom Stephens:  When are you going to stop telling fibs? 

Hon PETER FOSS:  That is interesting.  We heard a fib from the minister, who said that freight rates had gone 
up.  Freight rates went down. 

Hon Tom Stephens:  Because of the damage the coalition did to Westrail, it should hang its head in shame. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  It was quite the contrary.  The minister makes these amazing statements.  We increased the 
amount of freight being carried on Westrail.  We reduced the rate that people paid for it.  This minister does not 
know his facts.  He takes the same irresponsible attitude that he had in opposition.  He does not even check the 
facts.  He does not check what were the freight rates and the amount of bulk freight being carried by Westrail. 

I love the idea of cabinet meetings in the country.  May I suggest somewhere for the Cabinet to go?  It should go 
to Manjimup.  I would be very interested to see it go to Manjimup.  The people there have been longing to see 
the Premier.  Despite the fact that he has ripped the guts out of that community, done absolutely nothing for it 
and treated it with disdain, the people there still want to see him.  He has been so gutless, he cannot go and talk 
to them! 

HON FRANK HOUGH (Agricultural) [4.09 pm]:  Hon Norman Moore was right on the mark.  Ironically, Tom 
Stephens’ contribution reminds me a bit of a gentleman called Robert Menzies, who said, “I will love her till I 
die.”  In last week’s Hansard, Hon Tom Stephens made a similar comment about the Premier.  I thought he said, 
“I will love him till I die”; and if the Government continues to carry on the way it is, that will not be long.  
However, he said that in this State we are lucky to have the leadership of someone like Geoff Gallop, who is 
doing wonderful things for regional WA. 

Hon Tom Stephens interjected. 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  I suggest to the minister for smokescreens that if the Premier is down in Esperance, he 
is probably lost.  It would probably be his first visit out of metropolitan WA.  However, I heard the minister 
mention all the ministries he has had responsibility for, and I hope he takes on the ministry of smokescreens, 
because he is doing an extremely good job in that area.  

Let us take salinity as an example.  It is estimated that one football-sized field of land is turned saline every hour 
in Australia.  Unfortunately, Western Australia has 70 per cent of Australia’s salinity problems.  The official 
figures for the wheatbelt area reveal that 1.8 million hectares are affected.  The figures will drastically increase 
within the next 15 to 25 years if nothing is done.  In all, a staggering six million hectares are at risk of becoming 
saline in Western Australia alone.   

The Labor Party has not agreed to the federal Government’s offer of a package to help fight salinity.  I read in 
the Countryman Hon Christine Sharp’s explanation of the reason she voted in favour of the Labor Party’s 
rejection of the package.  Although Hon Christine Sharp supported the Government, the 12 per cent that Western 
Australia was offered in the total package would at least have helped to start something.  As far back as I can 
remember, people have been talking about salinity in rural Western Australia.  People were worried about it in 
1917.  The Labor Party has said that it will do things, but it still blows smoke about it.  It is still testing the 
market.  I do not know what it is testing, but while it is testing the market, Rome is burning!  I cannot believe 
that it is that incompetent.   

The only thing in agriculture that the Labor Party has succeeded with is the cultivation of watermelons.  The 
Greens (WA) members sit opposite us.  They are probably green on the outside and red on the inside.  The Labor 
Party has gone out of its way to cultivate watermelons and it is about time it stopped.  Other than that, it has 
never really gone into country WA.   

I mentioned last week that Western Australia is in a perfect position to go into the industrial hemp industry; yet 
the Government is still procrastinating on the idea of what hemp is and what it is about. 
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Hon Kim Chance:  That is just not true, and you know it because I provided you with an answer just last week!  
How about the truth occasionally? 

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  The Labor Party seems to get in a gravel pit and spin its wheels, and it just cannot get 
out of it.  It is sad.  It can get in a gravel pit and ride its bicycle all day, and if it is spinning a wheel, it can say it 
is doing the job.  However, it is a long way to the top if it is spinning gravel everywhere.   

Unlike marijuana, industrial tetrahydrocannabinol hemp contains little delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol - the 
chemical that gives marijuana its drug properties.  The percentage of THC hemp that causes a high in dope 
addicts is between three and 10 per cent; whereas industrial hemp contains less than 0.3 per cent THC.  It has no 
value as a recreational drug at all.  I spoke last week about hemp and the many products that can be produced 
from it, such as stock feed, clothing, rope and oils.  The benefits of hemp would be passed directly to the 
consumer, because the quality and durability of the product are extremely high.  Paper is one of the other major 
products.  Hemp makes very high-grade paper.  The only obstacle to building this new industry in industrial 
hemp is that hemp is classified as a prohibited plant under the Poisons Act 1964 and the Misuse of Drugs Act 
1981.  The Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries can change a classification at his discretion; yet he is 
procrastinating and the industry is choking.  One wonders why.   

The road from Lancelin to Cervantes is of great concern to me because I live in the area.  The extension of 
Indian Ocean Drive from Lancelin to Cervantes is a mere 87 kilometres long and would cost $30 million.  About 
$1.5 million has been spent on the road to date.  If that road went through, it would be a great boost to Western 
Australia.  An estimated $700 million worth of private investment will be affected by the delay, and that will 
affect 45 projects that are estimated to employ 1 000 people.  A further $4.8 million worth of investment, which 
will employ over 65 people in 26 small businesses, will also be affected.  Between 8 000 and 10 000 
construction jobs have already disappeared.  That is just one of the many projects that the Labor Party has 
neglected.  That project is dear to my heart because it will help open up the highway between Geraldton and 
Perth.  It is an alternative route.  The potential for industry and growth in the area is unlimited.  That is just one 
small job that should be brought forward.  The road was originally proposed to be finished in 2002; however, 
during the estimates committee the minister said that the road would be completed in around 2006-07.  It has 
been put back five years.  I plead with the Government to have a re-look at and a rethink about the Cervantes-
Lancelin road project.   

There is also the road from Geraldton to Mullewa and the road from Kondinin to Wave Rock at Hyden.  The 
road to Hyden carries a large amount of tourist traffic.  Wave Rock is one of the many wonders of the world.  It 
is a magnificent tourist spot.  A large number of buses and motor vehicles travel along that road, many carrying 
tourists.  Those vehicles are travelling along an absolutely disgusting single-lane road.  It is a wonder no-one has 
been killed.  I wonder what overseas visitors think about Western Australia and that single-lane road when they 
visit that beautiful wonder at Hyden.  One day there will be a knee-jerk reaction when a bus laden with people 
rolls over or a carload of people are killed.  We seem to work on knee-jerk reactions to put things together.  One 
hopes that that will never happen and that the Government will take a damn good look at the project.  There are 
many other projects.  The Government is promoting tourism and spending money in the north - not around the 
Ledge Point area - on a prominent project.  While it is promoting tourism, I hope it will look at the roads.  I note 
that the tourist attractions without good facilities are not being promoted by the Government. 

HON DEE MARGETTS (Agricultural) [4.19 pm]:  I have found the language used in this debate most 
interesting.  I was pleased to hear Hon Tom Stephens talk about the failure of economic rationalism.  I am glad 
he brought up that matter because it was a federal Labor Government that pushed through national competition 
policy.  It was a federal Labor Government that pushed through Australia’s signing - naively, I believe - of the 
World Trade Organisation’s General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade in Uruguay.  Much of what we have heard 
about uniform tariffs on the impact of Westrail, about issues of privatisation, about agricultural marketing 
arrangements - including dairy farmers and the impacts on them - about local content provisions, about 
employment and about community issues stems from the decisions that were made in the early 1990s.  I know 
that because I was in the Senate at the time.  However, I am gobsmacked at the lack of understanding of the 
outcomes from those earlier decisions.  Those outcomes have never been addressed. 

For two years I pushed for a national inquiry to examine the socioeconomic impacts of national competition 
policy.  The report from that inquiry was critical of those impacts but, Mr President, do you know how much the 
States have asked the federal Government to do and how much has changed as a result of that inquiry and the 
many submissions that were made to it?  Absolutely zero.  There is no understanding and no clear path on these 
issues, about which the major parties in both this Parliament and federally have agreed.  Many of the impacts on 
communities are associated with economic globalisation.  Many of these issues are making people in regional 
Western Australia feel that they are only an extension of globalisation, are external to requirements, 
economically inefficient or somehow not part of the equation that appears to rule all.  Instead of economics being 
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a description of the way we operate together, an agreement appears to have been adopted by both sides of 
Parliament in this place that economics is the ruler rather than the means of describing the way we organise our 
social relationships.  One clear example of that is the e-mails that I am sure every member is getting about the 
breakdown in the school bus tendering system.  Why is a Labor Government jumping with two feet into this 
enforced tendering system, despite its promise that it would not?  I assume it is because the Government believes 
that it must obey national competition policy.  If there is another reason, perhaps the Government can tell us. 
Hon Kim Chance:  I do not think we have made that decision. 
Hon DEE MARGETTS:  The Minister for Agriculture said that the Government has not made that decision; that 
is good. 

Hon Kim Chance:  I said I do not think we have made that decision. 
Hon DEE MARGETTS:  I am glad to hear that.  However, what will be the public interest outcome of that 
decision if regional school students are stranded and people are no longer able to handle their complex home and 
work situations because there is no bus service to take their children to school?  Clearly, the public interest in the 
issues that have been agreed to by both sides of this House, and federally, has never been judged.  It is no 
surprise to members that I have taken a deep interest in the issues of revenue loss in this State.  One of those 
issues is the general agreement by both sides of this Parliament to engage in large projects with large proponents 
and to funnel large amounts of public money to them via state agreement Acts.  I am pleased that that issue is 
currently up for review and I look forward to the outcome.  However, regional councils are getting more and 
more angry, especially in the Pilbara, because they are not getting the benefits of these agreements.  Local shires 
must subsidise some of the bigger projects in this State.  They are out of pocket and do not get a revenue stream.  
They might get an extra $20 000 in rates a year, rather than $200 000 or more.  This is going on year after year 
and both major parties make the same decisions again and again.  Members tend to argue about the symptoms, 
and not the cause, of the problem.  When will we in this place ever indicate that all parliamentarians should 
make an effort to understand the core reasons for many of these concerns? 

A few years ago I was asked to Northam to attend a forum of shires from the Avon region, hosted by the Shire of 
Northam.  About 14 of the 20 questions asked by the representatives of those shires related directly to changes in 
policy associated with economic rationalism and, in particular, national competition policy.  Nothing done in this 
Parliament has addressed those issues that most particularly affect regional WA.  There has been a roll through 
and a roll over by many people.  Many regional communities are feeling threatened and the whole sense of 
community appears to be subsumed in an odd and idealised notion of a free market being pure and existing.  
Anybody reading a first-year economics text would know that it does not exist.  However, the assumption is that 
the free market exists and everything else is just an exemption.  There is, therefore, a sense of craziness in 
regional WA. 

Nothing has been done about the concerns of people who believe genetically modified crops are being forced on 
them.  Both sides of Parliament appear to be going along with the GM momentum.  Who is pushing that 
momentum?  Can any member tell me from where in regional WA the majority push is coming?  It is not coming 
from consumers, environmentalists or the general community; and my estimation is that it is certainly not 
coming from the majority of farmers.  That is one example of the way people living in regional WA believe their 
concerns are being ignored.  There is no process for a proper debate on those issues.  The organisations that are 
supposed to represent regional WA do not even understand or connect with the issues that many producers have, 
despite the fact that no other section of the WA community agrees with them, apart from the big business sector 
that will apparently benefit from these issues. 

Another side of the coin is that rural women are now asking for antidotes to economic globalisation.  They are 
asking for encouragement for regional value adding and for regional businesses based on sustainable 
development.  People in the Geraldton region are doing exciting things and examining sustainable development 
models.  Often, they have to fight against the narrow concept of development that  results from the cargo cult 
being regarded as real investment; that is, large investment bought - I mean bought - by the taxpayer and put into 
a particular region.  That is the only real regional development.  We must get into this century and start listening 
to what people in regional WA are saying, understanding their concerns about economic globalisation and 
working through those issues.  There is no evidence in this place of any understanding between the major parties 
and regional WA about the core reasons behind these concerns.   

I shall add a few other issues.  Hon Norman Moore talked about the mining industry.  Most of the people living 
and working in the mining industry are not the owners of mines; they are the people who often have to live with 
draconian conditions and who work long hours with the threat of “sign it, or else” and a range of other concerns.  
We must think about not only the people who want to keep wages and conditions as low as possible but also the 
people living and working in those areas and whether they are getting a reasonable and fair go.  Do they have the 
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ability to participate in the outcomes in their workplaces?  Are we getting good, productive workplaces or are 
we, by our very industrial relations system, creating an “us and them” situation?  There is so much to say and so 
little time.  Water reforms are a farce about which neither major party has demonstrated an understanding.   

HON ROBYN McSWEENEY (South West) [4.29 pm]:  Hon Tom Stephens is living in fairyland if he believes 
that his Government is doing things to help people in regional Western Australia.  We need mention only one 
vote, one value as an example of how much this Government cares about regional Western Australia.  Rural 
health services are in decline in Western Australia.  Health is always in the news and is always either at crisis 
point or nearly at crisis point. 

Several members interjected. 

The PRESIDENT:  Order!  The member has only about four minutes left in which to finish her remarks. 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  Thank you, Mr President.  Last Tuesday during questions without notice I asked 
when planning would get under way for a new hospital in Denmark.  The nurses are scared that either they or 
their patients will fall through the floorboards because the floor stumps are rotting. 

Hon N.D. Griffiths:  Why didn’t your Government do something about it? 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  The Denmark District Hospital should be completely rebuilt, although I 
appreciate that the problem did not occur overnight.  

Several members interjected. 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  I admit that the problem existed. 

Several members interjected. 

The PRESIDENT:  Order!  The chorus will come to order. 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  However, the Liberal Government had allocated $7.5 million for a new Denmark 
hospital.  This Government does not seem interested in even progressing plans for a new hospital. 

Hon Kim Chance:  Your Government did not allocate one cent. 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  Hon Kim Chance told me last week that he had an interest in this issue.  All 
members in the area should work together to address the problem. 

Hon Kim Chance:  To where was the $7.5 million allocated?  It was not in the forward estimates. 
Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  Both the State and the Commonwealth should work together.  
Denmark has a population of around 7 000, which increases in the summer holiday period.  The hospital is very 
small and overcrowded.  It looks more like a nursing outpost than a hospital.  In the past I have outlined 
problems at that hospital. 
Hon Kim Chance:  I agree that it is sadly deficient.  

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  It is.  The Minister for Health visited the hospital but no solutions have been 
forthcoming.  Hon Kim Chance considers that the Denmark hospital is a multipurpose service that operates 
under commonwealth funding.  That is true, but the State must also play a big part in this issue.  Both 
Governments must work together.  It is no good saying that it is the Commonwealth’s problem or the State’s 
problem.  They must work together fast to sort out the issues.  The President of the Shire of Denmark, Colleen 
Donnelly, has written to the Minister for Health, who suggested she get in touch with his lackeys.  He said that 
he would not visit Denmark.  However, the people of Denmark want another meeting with the minister, not his 
lackeys.  Under the circumstances, that meeting should not be ruled out of the question, as it has been.   

Closer to my home is the Manjimup-Warren District Hospital, which has closed its maternity ward.  As 
spokesperson for women’s interests, who has had four children, I believe this closure amounts to one of the most 
dangerous situations that women could face that I have ever heard of, especially in a rural community.  The 
women in Manjimup and surrounding districts will need to travel to Bridgetown to have their babies.  Women in 
Perth complain if they must drive for more than half an hour to a maternity hospital.  Women in the Manjimup 
district may be required to travel up to two hours or 200 kilometres to Bridgetown.  That is not an unrealistic 
assessment.  For the information of city-based politicians, of which there are many, Manjimup is 35 kilometres 
away from Bridgetown; Pemberton is 80 kilometres away and Northcliffe and outlying farming areas are up to 
200 kilometres away.  To travel this distance could be dangerous for not only first-time mothers who do not 
know what to expect but also any pregnant woman.  I can hear laughing in the Chamber.  I do not appreciate that 
when I am talking about something this serious. 
Hon Kim Chance:  It should be noted that it is on the opposition side of the House.  
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Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  I hope to God that we do not lose any mothers or babies in that region.  How 
much pain can this Government inflict on one community?  It has locked up the Manjimup community’s forests 
and put its men out of work.  Now the potential is there for the community’s babies to be harmed.  It is just not 
right.  I sincerely hope that the Government is working on a solution to this problem.  I wonder if members 
opposite appreciate the potential danger they have created for pregnant women.  Drs Dewing, Jones and Wells in 
Bridgetown must be commended for delivering babies in the lower south west.  When asked by members of the 
Press about the $20 million allocated to the city health system at the expense of rural health, Peter Watson, the 
member for Albany, said that country people used city hospitals, so they would benefit from the new equipment.  
However, he may need a new public relations spokesman because that went down in the south west like a lead 
balloon.  Rural people need their own equipment and specialists.  
Motion lapsed, pursuant to standing orders. 
 


